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Overview
•

What is the case about?

•

How does Funda work?

•

Relevance of Funda for real estate agency market

•

Effect of discriminatory listing

During the advise for VBO, Nicole Rosenboom worked at SEO Amsterdam
Economics. As of October 2018 she works at Oxera and is no longer involved
in the VBO v Funda case. This presentation is made in a personal capacity.
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What is the case about?
VBO

•

•

versus

Trade organisation for real estate
agents in the Netherlands with 900
members (2011)
VBO argues that Funda abuses its
dominant position by a.o.
discriminatory listing of VBO real
estate property

Funda

•

Online platform for houses for sale
in the Netherlands.

•

Formerly only available for houses
sold by NVM real estate agents.

•

NVM has 3,500 members (2011)

•

As of 2009, also open to other real
estate agents
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How does funda work (1)
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How does funda work? (2)

Discriminatory listing of rival real estate property
• Rival property was placed after the property of NVM, even if it fitted better with
the search criteria of the search query

• Additional promotion options
 Only available for VBO, 9 months after the introduction:
o Audio-visuals such as maps, videos
o Contact options with the real estate agent
o Options for visitor such as ‘save this house’
 Or, not available at all for VBO:
o Label as ‘Top house’, to be shown at the top of the search results
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How does funda work? (3)

Discriminatory cost for access & access to information
• Rival real estate agents were charged higher costs for placing houses on Funda
 NVM: € 25 for entire sales period
 Rivals: € 80 for 3 months, of € 160 per year.
• Access to transaction data
 Rivals and NVM are both obliged to supply information about their houses
on Funda to the database of Funda.

 Only NVM has access to this database. Can be used for:
o Taxations
o Price comparison and negotiations
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Why does the discrimination of VBO by Funda
matter?

• Because housing sites are an important factor in selling and buying a house.
 89% of sellers with a real estate agent, advertise their house on a housing site.

Blauw research
(2011)

• Funda has a dominant position on that market
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Effect of discriminatory listing of rival real
estate property
• Research shows that 80% of the visitors on Funda stops on or before page 4 or
search results. (SEO, 2012)

• For 60% of the area searches, the houses of VBO start on page 4 or later.
• For 36% of the area searches, the houses of VBO start only on page 11
• Case studies of individual houses show that NVM houses are found more frequent
than VBO houses:

 A NVM house was shown on a result page at a factor of 2 - 3.6 times as often as
a VBO house
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Effect of discriminatory listing of rival real
estate property
Leading to….
• Less visitors reaching out to VBO real estate agents on the website. Compared with

NVM agents, there were 16% less contact requests. (Rechtbank Amsterdam, March 2018)

• Real estate agents of NVM have a higher number of onsite visits to their houses
(Blauw research, 2011, real estate agents)
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Effect of discriminatory listing of rival real estate
property
Leading to….(2)
• Higher cost for rival real estate agents:
 Higher cost for advertising house on Funda
 Higher costs for a.o. taxation because of denied access to database
• The courts experts concluded that there was no decrease in market share of VBO.
 But what is the counterfactual?
• The court concludes that there are no indications of competition being distorted
between VBO and NVM real estate agents

 However they did not look at the cost difference between the two and the effect11
on revenue for VBO, like has been done in the MEO case.

Wrapping up
• Rival real estate agents to NVM are discriminated by Funda in the following ways:
 Lower listing of houses
 Less or lower quality of promotional options
 Higher cost
 No access to transaction database
• The discrimination has effect on, a.o.:
 The extent to which VBO houses are viewed at Funda
 Less visits onsite with potential buyers for VBO houses
 Cost level of VBO
• It is surprising that the court concluded that there are no indications for a distortion
of competition between VBO and NVM agents without considering a full effects
report.
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